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ULF/ELF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES ASSOCIATED WITH
THE QUASIPERPENDICULAR EARTH'S BOW SHOCK CROSSINGS.
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Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow

ABSTRACT

The present paper is dedicated to the analysis
of electromagnetic turbulence in the frequency range
0.1-75 Hz, associated with crossings of Zarth's Bow
Shock recorded by the Prognoz-8 and -10 satellites.
The quasimonochromatic waves are identified in the
shock transition region. Their frequencies, laying
in the range from 2 Hz to 6 Hz upstream the shock
ramp shift to the values less than 1 Hz in the
downstream region. The amplitudes of these narrow
emissions are high enough to provide the dissipation
in the flow of the solar wind plasma. It is argued
that spectra shapes in this frequency range 0.1-75
Hz are strongly affected by the Doppler shift.

Keywords: Quasi-perpendicular collisionless shock,
ULF/ELF plasma turbulence, PROGNOZ -8 and - 10
experiment.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is widely acccepted idea that the
wave-particle interaction plays a significant role
in the formation of shocks in the collisionless
plasma. In the history of wave-particle interactions
study near the front of the quasiperpendicular part
of the Earth's Bow Shock several important steps
have been done to understand the nature of processes
taking place in this region and the role of
different wave modes.

Rodrigues and Gurnett (Refs. 1,2) catalogued
types of turbulence near the Earth's Bow Shock . Two
classes of oscillations were found: electrostatic
noise with the frequencies of hundreds of Hertz was
classified as ion acoustic waves, while
electromagnetic noise in the range about 1-100 Hz
was assigned to whistler - mode radiation.

Vaisberg et al (Réf. 3) showed that role of
ion-acoustic oscillations (with the typical energy
density about- 10~iserg/cm*) in the process of solar
wind ions thermalisation is negligible compared with
oscillations of the electric field in the lower
hybrid frequency (LHF) range (energy density - 10"1*
erg/cm'). The latter proved to be sufficient source
of energy for this process.

It was found out by the sane authors (Réf. 4)
that the thennalisation of plasma in the front of a
quasi-perpendicular shock ia a continiuos two-step
process taking place both before and behind the ramp
and is unlikely to be linked with ion-acoustic
oscillations. Vaisberg et al (Réf. 5) proposed that

electrostatic noise in the LHF range generated by
the reflected ions provides most of power necessary
for the ions thermalisation. Unfortunately role of
the magnetic field oscillations wasn't investigated
in these papers.

Attention to lower hybrid-like modes as most
probable source of energy was also drawn by Scudder
et al and Winske et al (Refs. 6,7). The polarisation
and direction of propagation near the shock front
were also studied in Réf. 6.

Gurnett (Réf. 8) pointed out that the LHF
oscillations in the shock front are possibly
whistlers, propagating with the big angle with
respect to the magnetic field. Such oblique angle
explains significant electrostatic component. It
was mentioned that observed frequency of the
oscillations can be strongly Doppler shifted.

Formizano (Réf. 9) showed the results of
frequency spectral analysis of electric field
near the laminar dispersive shock with easily
identifiable peak near the LHF. No such peak was
found in the magnetic spectra.
Klimov et al and Galeev et al (Réf. 10,11)
demonstrated few shock crossings with intense low
frequency oscillations in both the magnetic and
electric field data. Transformation of the frequency
spectra along the shock front crossing was also
studied. These oscillations were interpreted as the
magnetoacoustic mode, generated by the reflected
ions.

Mellott and Greenstadt (Réf. 12) studied plasma
waves near LHF in the 65 bow shock crossings
gathered by ISEE spacecraft. The properties of the
LHF turbulence were found to be consistent with the
assumption that they are the lower hybrid waves
driven by the reflected ions in the foot and by
other instabilities related to the cross-field
current in the shock ramp.

Krasnosel'skikh et al (Réf. 13) have analysed
magnetic field waveform data in the range 0.1-25 Hz
near the front of qus!perpendicular supercritical
shocks, recorded by the Prognoz-10 and AMPTE-UKS
satellites. It was proposed that the waves in the
LHF frequency range are whistlers generated during
the nonlinear evolution of the shock front (Réf.
14).

In the present paper ion flux, electric and
magnetic field data gathered at the
quasiperpendicular Earth's Bow Shock registered by
the Prognoz-6 and Prognoz-10 satellites will be
analysed. Special attention will be given to
high-time resolution study of the shock front
structure both in time and frequency domains.

Basing on the assumption that most of the
emissions belong to whistler mode generated by the
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Fig.l. Magnetic field X component overview of a bow shock crossing No 1 (bottom) and three selected
intervals with the expanded time scale (top). Quasimonochromatic oscillations near the shock front
are the focus of this work.
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Fig.2. Shock crossing No 1. From bottom to the
top: dc magnetic field profile, dc value and
variance of the magnetic field X component,
"mean" frequency of the turbulence.

Fig.3. Set of the magnetic field Fourier spectra
associated with the Shock crossing No 1. Frequency
of the upstream narrow band emission decreases near
the ramp.
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Fig. 4. Selected magnetic field spectra for the
crossing No 1. Upstream (solid line). Ramp (short
dashes). Downstream (medium dashes). Noise level
(long dashes).

nonlinear evolution of the shock ramp, composition
and transformation of the frequency spectra in the
spacecraft frame of reference will be discussed
taking into account Doppler shift provided by the
Solar wind flow.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

2. l Tnfl^-r

Extensive number of crossings identified in the
ISEE data was partially discouraged by the fact that
the LHF range was beyond the frequency range
covered by the DC field instrument, and filter bank
of the plasma wave experiment does not provide
appropriate frequency resolution (Réf. 15, 16). The
plasma wave instruments flown on the Prognoz-8
(1981) and Prognoz-10 (1985) permitted the
investigation in this frequency range using the
high resolution (0-25 Hz for magnetic field and
0.1-75 Hz for electric field and ion flux) data
recorded during real time transmission sessions
(Réf. 19).

Both satellites were deployed on the similar
orbits with 96 hours period and 65 inclination.
During real time transmission sessions on both
satellites three periods (on 07/06/81, 05/15/85,
10/08/85) of multiple bow shook crossings were
recorded. All crossings were found to be
quasiperpendicular shocks. In total 7 events
recorded by Prognoz-10 and 2 events recorded by
Prognoz-8 were available. Only two crossings will be
discussed below. Other crossings reveal similar
characteristics except one at 04:14:00 UT 10/08/85.

2.2 OnRB-inf Hn 1 (ft4:17:00
Prognoz-10).

WL. Ociobet 8. 1985.

The data set used in this study is presented in
Figures 1-4. Fig.l presents the overview of the
magnetic field component in the range 0-25 Hz.
Orientation of this component coinsides with the X
axis of the Geo Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinate
system. Fig.3 contains set of the Fourier spectra
computed from this signal. Electromagnetic wave
foot, is identified at 04:16:40 UT (Fig.l). An
example of the Solar wind spectra is presented in
the Fig.4, it is actually the noise level of the
experiment. As DC magnetic field vector was
available only once per minute (Fig.2a) exact
position of the ramp, 04:17:30 UT, is identified
using the averaged waveform signal (Fig.2b).

Turbulence in the foot consists of nearly mono-
chromatic oscillations with the frequency 2-4 Hz.
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The amplitudes of these oscillations are gradually
growing towards the ramp fro» 2 nT to 6 nT. This
value is comparable with the DC field magnitude. The
variance of Bx component computed over 2 second
intervals (Fig.2c) is also growing and reaching
maximum near the ramp.

Fine structure of these waves is shown for the
three tine intervals (04:16:38- 04:16:42, 04:17:02 -
04:17:04, 04:17:11.5 - 04:17:14 UT) on the panels
a,b,c (Fig.l). The turbulence consists from a
sequence of wave packages with the duration of about
two seconds. There are two such packages on the
panel Ia: one lasting 16:39-16:40 and another
16:40-16:41.5. The frequency of packages is
relatively constant from 04:16:45 UT to 04:17:10 1JT.
After this moment frequency of the packages is
decreasing (compare frequency of the oscillations on
the panels Ia,Ib and Ic) and lower frequency
components appear in the signal. It can be clearly
seen on the overview plot of the frequency spectra
(Fig.3). Also an example of the upstream turbulence
spectra is given in the Fig.4. Changes of the
frequencies of the oscillations in which most of
power is consentrated are traced in the Fig.2d,
where "mean" frequency of the oscillations is
plotted. This parameter is computed as the first mo-
ment of distribution "spectral power VB frequency".
After interval 04:16:45-04:17:10 UT where frequency
was approximately equal to 3.5 Hz it decreases from
3.5 Hz to 1.5 Hz over time period from 04:17:05 to
to 04:17:15 UT, then highs up to 2.5 Hz, then egain
decreases to 1 Hz near the ramp (04:17:15 -
- 04:17:20 UT).

The ramp region (04:17:25-04:17:30 UT) is
characterised by the enhanced oscillations in all
frequency ranges. Step in the DC magnetic field x
component, treated as the ramp is approximately in
the middle of this region. Frequency spectrum is
flat falling one with dominating maximum 10 nT/VHz
near 0.3 Hz. It is presumably produced by the ramp
jump and overshoot-undershoot oscillation (Fig.4).
Spectral amplitudes on the frequencies 2 -6 Hz
( 2-4 nT//Bz~) are higher than upstream ones.

Downstream region was studied up to 04:18:00
UT. In the period 04:17:33-04:17:45 UT waves with
the frequencies near 0.3 Hz, amplitudes 7 nT/V Hz
and waves with the frequency 1 Hz are present both
forming local peaks in the spectrum (Fig.4) are
present. Spectral amplitudes at the frequencies
about 4 Hz are lower than upstream ones. After
04:17:45 UT the oaves at the frequencies around 1 Hz
dissappear from the signal. Only lower frequency
oscillations are observed.

Turbulence in the range 4-25 Hz, due to its
small amplitudes can be studied only using
logarithmic spectra (Fig.4). Upstream spectrum is
above the noise level only at the frequencies less
than 14 Hz. Downstream spectrum in the frequency
range from 4 Hz to 14 Hz is nearly identical to that
of the upstream, while ramp spectrum is half order
of magnitude higher. Spectra are flat with spectral
power indices about -3.5 for the ramp and
downstream and about -4.5 for the upstream.

2.3 Ooaaing Ho 2 f21:23:00 UT. July 6. 1981.
Propioz-8).

The data set for this crossing is presented in
the Fig.5-7. Fig.5 presents, from top to the bottom,
the magnetic field component, the electric field
signal and the ion flux. Orientation of the magnetic
field component coinsides with the Y axis of the GSE
coordinate system. The electric field component ia
rotating with the period of 120 seconds in the YZ
plane of the GSB system, while the Faraday cup,
measuring the ion flux is pointing in the Sunward
direction.

This crossing is multiple. So, in the limits of
the real time transmission session no steady
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Fig.5. Shock crossing No 2. From top to the bottom. The magnetic field Y component, the electric
field and the ion flux ac components. Upstream ragion is on the right. Enlarged copies of the
intervals "a" and "b" are in Fig.6.
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Fig.6. Examples of the guasimonochromatic oscillations from Fig.5. (Left) Downstream interval "a '
(Right) Upstream interval "b"
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Fig. 7 "Mean" frequency behaviour for the crossing
No 2. Frequency decreases abruptly near the ramp.

upstream and downstream conditions are found.
Ramp is identified at 21:23:07 UT.
Whole upstream region in the magnetic field

signal (Fig. 5) is formed by aequencies of packages
filled with nearly monochromatic oscillations with
amplitudes 3 nT. Amplitudes are gradually
diminishing while moving in the upstream direction
from the ramp. Typical duration of the packages is
about 5 seconds, while frequency of the oscillations
is about 2 Hz. Examples of the waveform with higher
resolution are presented in the Fig. 6. Oscillations
in the electric field and ion flux signals are
partially obscured by high background noise. Also
higher frequency components are present in these
signals, due to the fact that electric and flux
spectra are usually less steep than the magnetic
field one.

"Mean" frequency of the signal is constant
along whole detected upstream region and sharply
shifts down near the ramp to the values about 0.8 Hz
(Fig. 7).

The ramp region (21:23:00-21:23:87) is
characterised by the increase of spectral
amplitudes on all frequencies. Jump of the AC
electric field with the amplitude 15 mv/m is
detected in the same place where magnetic ramp
profile waa found. Approximately 5 sec period
oscillation is seen in the magnetic waveform behind
the ramp.

Downstream region contains domain with
relatively monochromatic signal with the frequency
0.5-0.8 Hz (21:21:35-21:23:00 UT). Example of the
waveform from this region is presented on the Fig. 6.
Far from the ramp frequency becomes lower,
sinusoidal waves dissapear. Irregular oscillations
with the frequencies about 0.1 Hz are only seen.

2.4

1. The crossings of the Earth's Bow Shock studied in
the present paper reveal the existence of the layer
with enhanced level of magnetic field, electric
field and ion flux oscillations in the LHF range.
2. In the upstream and downstream regions
quaaimonochromatic oscillations with the frequency
1-6 Hz (upstream) and 0.3-1 Hz (downstream) prevail
in the turbulence. These waves appear as sequencies
of packages. The duration of each package is about
2-5 seconds. Downstream oscillations are not so
regular as upstream ones.
3. In the distant wave foot frequency of the
monochromatic oscillations is constant, near the
ramp it decreases to the downstream values. Specific
form of this decrease varies from crossing to
crossing and includes step and linear trend
profiles. Tens of seconds after the ramp, these
oscillations dissapear and only irregular
oscillations are seen with the frequencies about
0.1 Hz.
4. Upstream spectra maximum amplitude is observed at
the frequencies corresponding to the quasimonochro-
matic waves and equals to 1-10 nT/IHz, 1-10 mV/m/fRz

and 10"™A/cm2/fHz for the magnetic field, electric
field and ion flux channels respectively. Down-
stream spectra are less complex with almost flat
profiles, reaching maxima at 0.1-0.3 Hz, which are
5-10 times higher than upstream ones. Ramp spectra
are half order of magnitude higher than upstream and
downstream ones.
5.In the frequency range higher than 5 Hz, the
spectra can be fitted with the power law.For the
magnetic field the power index upstream of the shock
is higher than that of downstream higher than
downstream one (-4.5 and -3.5 - -4 respectively).

3. DISCUSSION

Investigated here some results of Prognoz-8
and Prognoz-10 plasma wave experiments support
following speculations.

Detected presence of electromagnetic wave foot
and general characteristics of the frequency spectra
in the range 0.1-75 Hz in the front of the
quasiperpendicular shock such as maximal amplitudes
1-30 nT//HF and l-30mV/m/fHz" , power spectrum fall
indices -4 for magnetic field signal are in
accordance with other investigations (Refs. 6,12).

Available waveform data have allowed us to
outline new features of turbulence in the range
0.1-6 Hz.

Strongly pronounced monochromatic waves shaped
in the packages in the magnetic field signal and
less pronounced in the electric field and ion flux
data are present in the foot region. In the
downstream region such oscillations are also present
but they are not so clear. Corresponding peaks in
the spectra are located in the range 1-4 Hz upstream
and below 1 Hz downstream. In the magnetic field
signal these waves contain most of oscillations
power on the studied frequencies.

Relatively weaker coherency of the waves in the
electric field and ion flux channels is likely due
to insufficient sensitivity of corresponding
sensors. Usual for the satellite measurements higher
noise level in these channels is based on a stronger
influence of the spacecraft plasma environment on
the electric field and particle flux experiments in
comparison with the magnetic field experiment.

It is argued by Kraanosel'skikh et al, (Réf.13)
that coherent structure of turbulence near the
shock front is inconsistent with ion acoustic and
lower hybrid like instabilities driven by relative
drifts between the solar wind ions, reflected ions
and electrons (Réf. 7). The uncorrelated sources
such as ions or electrons cannot generate a sequence
of packages filled by nearly monochromatic
oscillations.

According to the alternative hypothesis (Réf. 14)
waves near the front are generated by a non-
stationary structure in the ramp, decaying with
emission of whistlers on both sides of the ramp.

Regardless of the instability believed to
produce turbulence in the shock front, the influence
of the Solar wind flow velocity on a wave
propagation is of great importance. Even for the
whistler mode which is the fastest in the
considered frequency range, value of the phase
velocity is Vph = 300 * cos 6 km/s for the
frequency 4 Hz. Here 9 is the angle between the
magnetic field and the wave vector directions.
Taking into account typical solar wind velocity 400
km/s the Doppler shift is comparable or greater than
the frequency in the plasma rest frame of reference
(PRF).

An experimental evidence of crucial role of the
Doppler effect for waveo with frequencies 0.5-16Hz
was presented by Romanov et al (Réf. 18) where
Prognoz-10 magnetic field and split Langnuir probe
data were used to estimate dispersion relation in
the shock and plasma rest frames of reference.

Thus presence of the oscillations in the
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specific points near the shock front and their
amplitudes are determined not only by parameters of
the source of the emission, but also by the balance
between solar wind flow and wave velocities, and by
relative position of the source and observation
regions.

Basing on this assumption experimental data
will be discussed in the next paragraphs. Since
number of electric and magnetic field components
available is not enough to ensure complete analysis
only basic features of turbulence in the range
0.1-6 Hz will be considered.
l.Ramp spectrum contains all harmonics present
either in the upstream or in the downstream spectra.
Maximal amplitudes of all waves are also reached in
the ramp spectrum. Hence, ramp region can oe
considered as a place where most of the turbulence
sources are located.
2.In the upstream region due to high value of flow
velocity there are most unfavourable conditions for
the waves propagation. Supposing that all waves are
coming from the ramp, only waves with high enough
velocities and therefore high enough frequencies in
the SRF reach distant upstream region forming there
sole peak in the spectra. Closer to the ramp
emissions with smaller velocities and frequencies
have the possibility to develope with detectable
amplitudes, producing another, smaller frequency
peak in the spectra.
3.Downstream spectra are formed both by the waves
emitted in the downstream direction and by the waves
that failed to propagate upstream. Mixture of many
different emissions, overlapping in the frequency
domain naturally produces flat spectra, while peaks
in the spectra likely indicate unique harmonics in
the signal. Basing on the assumption that different
types of waves have different wave vector directions
we can conclude that for the upstream turbulence the
wave vector direction would be well defined. For the
downstream region the absence of the pronounced
direction would be most probable. Experimental
evidence of this fact was presented by Scudder et al
(Réf. 6).
4.Several mechanisms can be listed as possible
explanations for the observed frequency trends in
the spectra transformation process near the ramp.
These trends can be produced by either (1) random
changes of the solar wind velocity, resulting in the
change of the Doppler shift in the frequency or by
(2) general process of the solar wind slowing near
the shock front. The dynamics of spectra are similar
for all observations: the maxima are shifting down,
as spacecraft is going from the edge of the foot to
the ramp. This fact implies that the first mechanism
that must produce random frequency changes is rather
unlikely.
Two other explanations are based on (3) the
hypothesis of the nonstationarity of the turbulence
source, when at different moments of time waves with
different frequencies are generated au.j on (4) the
possible involvment of time-of-flight dispersion
mechanism: waves with smaller velocities and smaller
frequencies arrive to the point of observations
later than waves with higher velocities.
In reality mechanisms (2)-(4) are likely acting
simultaniously, resulting in a wide variety of
observed shapes of spectra transformation near the
shock front.

4. CONCLUSION

Study of the electromagnetic turbulence in the
LHF frequency range near the quasiperpendicular
shocks proved to be of special interest, because
power consentrated in it is high enough to provide
thermalisation of the incoming solar wind flow.
Recent advances in measurements made by Prognoz-8
and Prognoz-10 plasma wave experiments gave an oppor-
tunity to study UiF region using waveform data.

This and earlier studies have revealed local
peaks in the power spectra, quas!monochromatic
structure of turbulence and regularities in the
spectra transformation process near the shock front.

Solar wind velocity providing Doppler shift in
the observed oscillations frequency was proved to be
another major factor (together with the
characteristics of plausible sources of the
turbulence) determining the resulting spectra
composition in the spacecraft frame of reference.
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